We are interested in the language of wine. We chose a multi layered collage as a
front label as it is beautiful and simple, yet the closer you look the more you will find.
The wines we make are much the same. They are made from vineyards and parcels
that stand out from the rest, that are beautiful in their own right.
These are wines we love to drink. We know that you will interpret each of our wines in
your own way, and no two bottles will ever be enjoyed in exactly the same context.
What you bring to the wine will finish the story it will provide value and meaning,
and we hope you enjoy.

Winemaker: Jo Nash

VINTAGE INFORMATION
Region
Victoria
Varietal
90% Muscat, 10% Traminer
Alcohol
7.0%
Best Consumed
2018 – 2019
WINEMAKING / VITICULTURE
The best way to describe vintage 2016 is fast & furious! There was no orderly
ripening of fruit, no luxury of white fruit followed by red fruit, it was like the flood
gates opened and everything just rolled in at once. Again we had little rain and
a very hot spring leading up to harvest, which meant things ripened faster than
normal. Optimum flavours and ripeness came on more quickly than previous
years and the only way around it was to pick as fast as we could. Thankfully we
managed to juggle our way through it, and now quality looks good with a couple
of very special parcels!!
WINE DESCRIPTION
The 2016 Moscato is rose pink in colour with a light spritz to add a tingle on the
finish. Aromas of rose petals, musk and floral’s dominate the bouquet, whilst
the palate bewilders with lovely thick sweetness and a crisp acid finish. This
wine is perfectly balanced with lovely length and simple fruit flavours. This wine
is best consumed in its youth.
FOOD MATCHES
A brilliantly versatile wine, exceptional as an apertif or starter. It is delicious
served with a seafood entrée or Thai stir-fry and is superb with spicy Asian
curry.
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